CHAPTER 3

Measurably Superior lnstructional Methods:
Do We Need Sales and Marketing?
Carl Binder

This chapter expands on previous discussions of
the importance of taking a sales and marketing approach to the dissemination and promotion of effective instructional technology @inder & Wafins, 1989;
Binder, 1.990, l99lq I991b). Betravioral edtrcators who
have developed measurably effective instructional
methods and materials mustdo a betterjob of targeting

markets and customers, identifying their

needso

developing and packaging specific solutions for those
needs, describing trcse offerings wifi language drat will
influencecustomers' buying decisions, and inducing customers to adopt or literally purchase the solution. Stated
rvith a more corrunercial intent, we need to learn how to
package and promote what we do to sell it in sufficient
quantity and generate sufficient revenues to guarantee
continued, independent funding of our research and

development. This is the most pressing challenge for
instructional technologists today if we seek to make
significant, Iasting contributions.

How We Have Failed
N{any academics and human services practitioners seem

to view :,ales and marketing as beneath them. Yet

many express surprise or indignation when rneasurably superior instructional methods are not more widely
adopted. As scientists motivated by empirical data, or
as practitioners encouraged by observable results, we

often lack sympathy for those who are not likewise
motivated. For example, in moving from educational
research and teacher preparation into private-sector
corporate consulting and training development, I assumed that measured results would "sell" effective
instructional methodologies. This naive assumption
turned out to be incorrect. Although data work to
support adoption or buying decisions made by those
in need of objective justification, such decisions seem
Iargely influenced by otherfactors, including theemotional connotations of the words used to describe

products, services, and their benefits (Miller &
Heiman; 1987). Objective data seem to be relevant
only when they relate directly to a problem or need of
which the customer is clearly aware- Customers must
be able to identify results that they perceive to be
desirable, and there seems to be a substantial emotional component in this anticipation. The behavior of our
prospective customers--educators and administrators.
for the most part-suggests that we have often failed
to successful ly identify reinforcers for their behaviors.
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effectively enable thern to anticipate those reinforcers,
or bring them under the stable control of the positive
consequences of adopting our metlxrds.
Malott {1992) rnade the point that'tehavior analysis
can save the world by focusing on the added, *ffective,
perfiomance management contingency. lYe can best
contribute by designing and implementing contingencies with outcomes that are sizable and probabld' (p.
tg). Our difficulty has *ot bee-* with the effectiveness
of our sclutions. Irtdeed, we have been able to produce
remarkably powerful solutioris to pressing educational
problems (e.g.n Watkins, 1988; tsinder & Watkins,
1990; Johnson & L,ayng, 199?). Rather, in large part
we have failed to attractively package, market, and sell
our produc{s. This has been tnre bth for those working
within schools and human services agencies and for
consulta*ts or academics attempting to influs*c* educa*
tion o& a large scale from the outside. We might benefit,

therefare, from adopting rnethods used

in

private

enteqprise to rnarket and sell pr*ducts and services.

customsrs' verbal behavior toward buying decisicns.
Although this chapter is not intended to provide an
exhaustive or technically precise behavioral description of this process, sthers could eontribute significa*tly
to our understanding by carrying out such an analysis.
Instead, I will simply introduce and discuss some of
the basic priraiples and procedures of sales and marketing and suggsst how they rnight apply to our efforts to
promote effective insfr:ctional meth*ds.

Market Research: The Problem of
ldentifying Markets
The first step in an effective sales and marketing
process involves research, with varying degrees of
formality, aimed at identifying prospective markets

or customsr groups and their needs. Market re*
search conslsts of procedures forchecking in advance
the correctness of marketing, sales, and product
& Blankenship, 1982}. These

decisions {Breen

decisions can be related to all aspects of the product

development, marketing, and sales process. As a

What Is Sales and Marketing?

starting place, however, we need to discover who
might be willing and able to buy what we have to
offer.
As acadernics and practitioners, we ar$ n*t ig-

The marketing and sales approach is largely a matter

norant of market rescarch, although we probably have

of verbal behavior that is designed to prompt and
reinforce successive approximations to a "buying

not conceived of our aetivities as such. Indeed, the
processes af grantsmanship and academic publication

decision." Marketing and sales has at least four discernible functions: {1) market researchers identify

frequently involve se*rctring far granting agencies
interested in funding tffiearch or applied programs, or

and suryey potential markets f.or products or services,
(2) product development and product marketing profes-

investigating journals to determine which are likely to

sionals create pr*ducts and services that meet the
target customers' p*rceived needs $r wants. {3) marketing communications people crali vision staternents,
product literature, and advertising copy to i ncrease the
likelihood of positive buying decisions, and {4) sales
pro{essionals use questioning strategies to prompt cus*
tomers to di.scuss their perceived problems, their needs,
and tlrc value af solutions to those problerns. Once
cust*mers have expressed ttreir **eds ancl thc patential
payaff for addressing those neeCs, salespeople can
introduce solutions and explain how they address

those needs, as a stsp toward "closing tire sale."
Hr,*ry step in the process is designecJ t* intrr;cluce
or strengthen the estalrlisl:ing *p*ratioils {}r t* .shap*

publish what we write and how we should position
what ws write so that it will be accepted. In these
processes we conduct a narrow version gf market
researcl, by scanning potential markets to target customers and identify their needs.
On the other hand, *ur grant*seeking and publication efforts differ frorx private*sector market researctr
in several critical aspects. In seeking grants, for exarnple, ws are often communicating with our peers-

academics, practitioners,

or bureaucrats-whsse

jargon and perspectives we share. Consequently, we
may not need to conduct extensive research to determine the best language for describing their problems
cr needs. We rxay not trave to reduc* our communication ef'l*rts to plain Hnglisir, expressed in terffis that
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an otherwise unfamiliar audience might understand.

To the contrary, in many cases the more academic
jargon or "bureaucratese" we use the better, since
using such language with these audiences might convey credibility. [n market research, as it is described
here, one goal is to identify and adopt the vocabulary

of the customer-lairguage that might be quite different from our own.

Although there is certainly an element of selling
involved in grantsmanship and publication, the
motivation of our customers in these situations may
be significantly different than in the commercial en-

vironment. In many cases, we need only seek the
agencies or journals whose published standards correspond with what we are already doing, rather than
adapt our work in any significant way to the needs of
the market. In some cases, granting agencies and
journal editors have the equivalent of quotas to fulfill
and accept the best of u&ateverproposals or manuscripts
ttrey receive. Participation in ttris process may there-

fore be far different than inducing an otherwise
uninterested prospective customer to buy something.
To more widely promote and sell our educational
technologies, we must identify those customers who

control decisions to adopt or buy our products or
services; capture the language they use to describe
their problerls, needs, and wants; and use that language to communicate the benefits of our products
and services. We must identify those customers who
have serious problems or needs that we can address
with unique or compelling cost-effectiveness or emotional impact and in sufficient numbers to generate a

significant return on our investment, both financial
and in overall impact or visibility.
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tion to the natural contingencies. From a selectionist
perspective (Johnson & Layng, 1992), grants often
select programs that cannot stand on their own. The
benefit of conducting market research as a precursor
to exposing ourselves to the contingencies of the
marketplace is that it increases the likelihood of survival by identifying the needs we must satisfy in order
to be sustained by natural, economic contingencies.
That is, marketresearch helps us define theparameters
of products and services we must develop, package,
and offer to increase the likelihood of adoption and
support in the free market environment.

Methods for conducting market research vary.
They may include relatively informal analyses as well
as formal controlled studies and significant statistical
and demographic research (Breen &. Blankenship,
1982). Simply listing the types of prospective users
and buyers of our technologies and creating prelimi-

nary descriptions of their potential problems

and

needs is a way to begin considering which products
and services to develop for whom. Scanning the

media for information about potential markets and
needs and recording the language used to describe
them may also be a good preliminary step. Once
having defined the characteristics of potential buyers,
using readily available sources of demographic and
statistical data to estimate market size is another common exploratory method. Working with rnarketing
professionals to apply more sophisticated methods,
whether as paid consultants or as academic colIeagues, may offer behavioral educators an entry into
more sophisticated phases of the market research
process. It may also lead to new types of research for
behavioral educators, such as studies aimed at empiri-

An important difference between the process of

cally determining optimal conditions and target

identifying potential customers and of securing grants
is that the grant-getting process does not always
promote development of products and services that
will outlast the grant. Grants can significantly contribirte to our survival only if they are viewed as "seed
capital" to develop products and services that will be
successful in the marketplace. Otherwise, as has occurred so often in research and program development,
grants are analogous to "feeding the deer"---{nce the

markets for dissemination of behavioral technology.
Some market research methods are similar to those
used by instructional designers in the process of needs
assessment (Zemke & Kramlinger, 1982). For example, using surveys and questionnaires with samples
of a prospective customer base to determine the types
and magnitudes of their problems and needs, and the
language they use to describe them, is a relatively easy
way of beginning to formulate products and services
likely to be successful in particular markets. lJsing

artificial source of sustenance ends, the deer starve to
death because the free food has discouraged adapta-

focus groups-stlugtured group discussisn5-with
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various customer types is another important tool far
identifying rnarkets, custorner needs, and effective

marketing language, Telephone interviews can
produce a large amount of data about specific ques*
tions and topics at relatively low cost, given phone
Iists of appropriate interviewees. An irnportant emphasis for all of these methods is to identify significant
markets with pressing needs that can be addressed in
powerful ways. In the process, a nalTowly defind
"niche" market may often frovide a more secure or
predictable customer base than a larger market, which
is less predictable because of its broader pararnsters,
Examples of potential markets for our services
might include the grawing number of par*nts willing
to invest in after*school programs fcr their children;
adults needing to pass certificati*n or licensing exams
in specific fields; adult literacy; home study markets

for children whose parents purchase rnaterials at
*heck*out *ou*t*rs in coffimort retail outlets; com*
puter trainingi many areas of corporate and industrial
training; public scho*ls willing to contract with out*
side providers in specific curriculum arsas; people
willing to pay for health maintenance programs;
foreign languag* training in specific market segments;
and various typ*s of recreational instruction such as
chess, bridge, and golf, where the skills might be
taught more efficiently.

For each potential market, we need to define a
customer profile; obtain estimates of size and indications of ability and willingiless to spend; identiS
perceived problems, needs, or wants; and gath*r in*
formation about actual or patential campetition. (By
tlre way, rnarkets nvith existing successful providers
are often ripe fcr additional competitors and rnay
sometimes ofler greater potential than new, untested
markets.)

Pt"oduct Develapment: The Problem of
Defining a Prodr,lct
Etfective sales anrJ ntarketing relies on having a
product. O*ce wc have conducted market research ta
identily a significant n:arket rvith specific problems or
needs, the purpo$e of the prtduct development phase
is to create and package a product or service that is
designed preciscly t* adiir*ss thos* needs ancl be
attmctive tq: target custorllers. Just :ls it is aiien a

mistake tc assume that a broadly defined market will
be more lucrative than a narrowly and more precisely
defi xed market segmenq devel opi n g a generic product
or service may be perceived as "for no {rne" because
it is foreveryone. Prospective custcmers must be able
to easily identify the product or service as a solution
to theirparticularpr*blems, in both its description aad
packaging- In the process of product develapmenf
we rryould be wise tc conduct research about whetlrer

our prospe€tive customers can readily identify our
as specifically iatended for them.
The more tangible our solution is to specific needs,
the easier it will be to describe, demonstrate, and sellA rnajor difficulty fcr instructional technologists, and
for behavioral educators in particular, is that we often
attempt t$ sell metl:ods or an approach rather than a
welldefined product or service. Because we are fre*
quently involved in acadernic pursuits, and have our-

offering

selves been srld on the concepts and principles

of

behavior analysis, we often promote our general
methodology on the merits of its logic and sverall
measures of success. Combined with our frequent use

of jargon and abstract terrninology, this approach
places us at a significant disadvantage.

An intsresting trend toward "packages" of behavioral interventions began in the I970s with such
products as Faxx and Azrin's {1974) popular toilettmining book for parents- This was an example of
applying general principles and procedures to a"
specific problem for a particular audience and using
Ianguage that was e*sy far that audience to accept a*d
understand. Some criticism arose in the field of applied behavior analysis when academic publications
reported ttre results {}l' ";}ackaged" combinations of
interventians withoui analyzing the e{'fucts eif each
cornpsnent (l3irnbrituer, I 979i. This csntr*versf ,
however, might have been claril'ied by distinguishi*g
between marketing packages created to disseminate
technolosy and the science of behavior analysis,
which shauld strive to deterrnine the eflects of each
variable and it.s interactions.
In recent years th*re have been many examples of
educational packages b*ing marketed by *onbe*
havicrists d irectly tCI the public. Ads in airline
rnag*zines, {or cxilr}lp}c, pofiray language learning
self-study ;:ro{rant:j ttrat are clearly and attractive}y
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aimed at busy professionals. Hooked on Phonics

tive in teaching literacy, numeracy, and study skills

1987), a popular audiotape and workbook reading:in-

than any of its component methodologies in isolation
(Johnson & Layng, 1992).

(

struction package marketed on television, and the
videotape study skills program Where There's a Will
There's an. . . A (Olney, 1989) areexamples ofmassmarketed educational packages aimed at specific segrnents of parents and students. Those who need these
programs can easily identify them as potential solutions to their problems.
Some behaviorists have also "been successful in
creating and marketing specific products. Behavioral
educator Michael Maloney of Oritario, Canada, for

example, has successfully marketed educational
software called Math Tutor (1985) for teachers,
parents, and child;en. (In fact, this series of programs
has received awards for excellence from both Curriculum Digest and Parents Choice magazines.)
Trying to sell behavioral education, or even such

specific methodologies as Precision Teaching or
Direct Instruction, may be far rnore difficult than
selling "The Morningside Program" for children and
adults with learning problems (Johnson & Layng,
1992) or Teach Your Chtld to Rea"d in 100 Easy
I*ssons (Engelmann, Haddox, & Bruner, 1983).
These types of packaged, targeted products are far
more likely to be comrnercially successful, thus serv-

ing as effective vehicles for disseminating our technologies, than the generic methods on which they are
based.

There may even be evidence that the more specifi-

cally we define and package our products, moving
away from general methodologies toward particular
solutions, the more effective they will be. An example, from the now-famous Project Follow Through
study (Watkins, 1988), is that the Direct lnstruction
model, which included both a methodology and very
specific curriculum materials and procedures, was
more effective at teaching basic skills to young
children than the Behavior Analysis model, which

relied on a generally "behavioral" methodology of
contingency management but did not include curriculum materials that were developed and refined for
effectiveness specifically with the target population.
The Morningside model, which integrates principles
from Precision Teaching, Direct Instruction, and other
behavioral methodologies, appears to'be more effec-

Marketing Communication: The Problem
of Description
Having identified customers and needs and
developed and packaged a solution, the next step is to
communicate with prospective customers about the

product and how it addresses their needs or desires.
Marketing communication involves identifying and
using audience-specific language, describing products
and services as need-solutions that appeal to target
customers, and crafting language thatcarries appropriate
emotional connotations for its target audience and con-

veys the relevant facts.
As scientists, we have learned to communicate in
ways that are ineffective when used with those outside
our profession. In particular, academic encouragement of passive sentences and technical jargon has

created barriers between us and the general literate
public. Using behavioral terminology to communicate with prospective customers is similar to using
engineering jargon to sell cars (Binder, lgglbFit
simply doesn't work very well. Yet" we are so attached to our language because of its technical power
and precision that we tend to resist plain English. We
often seek to convert others to our philosophy and
therefore to our way of speaking. Although this goal
might be a worthy one in the context of academic or
philosophical discourse, it may not support wide dissemination of our methods.
As the originator of the phrase measurably superior instructtonal methods (Binder, 1990, L991a)the tag line for the 1992 Ohio State University Conference on Behavior Analysis in Education-I can
speak from experienco about the need to obtain feedback from the market about our use of language. In
an effort tg substitute plain descriptive language for
such terms as Precision Teaching, Direct Instruction,

I created the phrase
measurably superior instructional methods because it
emphasizes our measured results. However, recent
feedback from nonbehaviorists and relatively naive
readers has convinced me that the air of haughty
superiority connoted by this phrase probably outand Behavioral Education,
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weighs any descriptive irnprovement it represents.
Our persistence in using the term behnviaral is an
example of our failure to take the audience into
account. For whatever reason, this term raises
mechanistic, eyan intrumane, ir*ages for many people.
We may wish it were otherwise, but we will probably
not be very successful in promoting our products and
scrvices if we insist on tagging them wittr language
that does not appeal in the marketplace.

A

good illustration of using plain English to

describe our methods to a general audience is Don't
Slwot the Dogl (Pryor, tr985), a paperback written by
an accomplished anirnal trainer applying behavioral
principles to common human situations. Even seek-

ing to translate the Ianguage af our methods for
until aftcr they are

prospective buyers, &t least

thoroughly satisfied custsmers, may bea mistake. We
need to exercise extreme care in this area, especially
because of the more attractive language used by aur
"competitors" in psychology and education who
begin with a natural marketing communicaticns advantags.

As Malott ( 1992) observed, "Cognitivism is a lay
view in intellectual's clothing. With its expecfancies,
values, beliefs, and self-efficacies, cognitivism lends
Iegitimacy to ttre r,nisconceptions of the person on the
street" {p. l9}. Unfortunately, ttre Ianguage of cognitive developmentalists expresses what behaviar
analysts believe to be inaccurate descriptions of lcarniug and behavior in terms that are attractive to the
gcneral public (Stone- 1991). In recent years, for
example, the term cognitive sr:ienc€ has acquired a
high and seldom questioned degree of legitimacy in
popular publicatiolrs and discourse. Its models of
commcnly accepted processes and mental events
based on the language a{'cornputer systerns seem to

add scientific credibility to an already popular
vocabulary of mentalistic explanations. In many
papular discussions of related tapics, cognitive
science is assumed {o have superseded the old behavioristic notions of the I950s and 1960s.
Thus, we start out rvith a handicap-the language
we ordinarily use to <Jescribe our methods. It dcles not
communicate, except to a small number of specialists.
Moreover, it carries mecl"ran ist ic or "rsl:otic" connotations that seeffi ta aff'end tlrc ayerage person. Because

we are technologists, Iike technologists in other fields
we tend to cmphasize tcchnical language in discussing

the features of our products and services rather than
present the benefits and unique strengths of what we
offer in plain English that describes how they address
sur customers' perceived needs. The fact that we
often promote o$r general rnethodologies rather than
specific products and services adds to the problem,
becausein addition to being full afjargon, ourdescrip*
tions are absfacf even when they describe outcomes
or benefits.
An approach that is more aligned with effective

marketing communication suggests that trye rnust
adopt language that { I } is specific and concrete rather
than abstract, (2) is familiar, emotionally attractive to
our customers, and easily identifiable as "for" them,
and {3) describes solutions to their prablems or needs
and the feelings associated with those solutions, mther
than focusing on the features of our methads and
rnaterials"

A look through current popular news publications,
in their almost daily reporting of effarts to improve
American education, should help us identify wards
and phrases far describing c*mmonly perceived
problerns and needs for education and training. A
useful step in attempting to describe our products and
services might involve focus groups for recording
language used by typical customers to describe their
problems and needs, thetypes of solutions they would
Iike to $ee, and what those solutions would offer thern
{both objectively and emotiona}ly}. YVe might follow
up with individual interviews or questionnaires to
ccnfirm and refine their Ianguage choices for describing needs and problems, products and services, and
solutions and payolts. In such questionnaires, for
example, we might ask praspective customers, "What
would you more likely buy, X or Y?" where ttre
alternatives are different descriptions of the sarne
thing.

An interesting precedent in bel'ravioral researclr on
the effects of language was a Burns's { I9S4} disse*ation with Roland Tharp at the University af Hawaii.
In this study, behavior modification procedures were
described in two ways: standard betravioral terminalogy and humanistic language . Burns reported that the
subjects viewed the be haviaral de scription nlore nega-
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tively than the more humanistic description. This
study lends credence to the argument that while it is
important to preserve the technical precision of our own
@rminologyas part of behavioral science and engineering, we should not make the error of using such
language to rnarket our wares.

Sales: The Problem of lnducing a Purchase
Sales is a process of pro.mpting and shaping
prospective customers toward a purchase; that is, the
vertal and nonverbal behavior involved in choosing
to exchange value (or personal support) for products
or services. Although there are many models of the
sales process, perhaps the most data-based approach

is called SPIN@ selling, derived by a researcher who

observed and counted the behaviors

of

effective

salespeople (Rackh&ffi, 1988). Rackham observed
that the most effective salespeople asked certain types
of questions with relatively high frequencies when
speaking with prospective customers. These questions (summ arizedby the SPIN acronym) were situa-

tion questions, probing for descriptions of current
conditions; problem questions, prompting discussion
of current or anticipated difficulties; implication questions, aimed at inducing the customer to expand on the
range and magnitude of difficulties associated with
each problem; and reed-payoff questions, prompting
explicit statements of needs and descriptions of the
expected value to the customer of addressing those
needs. This sequence supports a highly effective
methodology for prompting and reinforcing the verbal
behavior likely to lead to a purchase (assuming that

the customer is in a position to buy the particular
product or service).
In contrast io such a needs-oriented sales process,
many salespeople simply "pitch" the features of their
products, attempting to convince prospective customers of their benefits. Technologists, in particular,
often engage in such "feature dumping" rather than
asking questions that will lead,to customers' identifying their perceiveci problems and needs and the value
of solutions. Behavioral technologists frequently fail
in this regard, attempting to promote the elegance and
power of our methods rather than probing customers
to discover their needs before presenting our solutions. Viewed in this context, our common practice
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of citing objective data to support the effectiveness of
our methods is likely to be successful only if it follows
a sequence in which the prospective customer has
explicitly stated problems or needs and the data represent
evidence for our compelling solutions to those needs.
Other elements of successful sales are generally
subsumed under "sales strategy," & topic Rackham
(1989) also covered in detail. For example, when
attempting to promote our products or services in
competition with others, we may need to adopt
strategies for shaping the customer's priorities and
buying criteria" shifting the customer's focus from the
perceived weaknesses of our products to their perceived strengths. Analyzing customer behavior
during the process of purchasing a product or service
(the "buying cycle") can help us select strategies at
each point that effectively prornpt and shape behavior
toward the final purchase. After the purchase, understanding how buyers behave during the stages of
adoption and implementation can lead to prompting,
reinforcement, and problem solving that will ensure
continued support and repeated purchase of our
products and servicesAnother important component of sales behavior
involves elementary acts of interpenonal communication.
One sales-haining program, for example, teaches people
to discriminate the affect of the prospective customer
at each point in a sales discussion and then respond
with a "matching" affect, while prompting and shaping them toward a "positive attitude" that is likely to
support a buying decision (Par Sales Training, 1983).
This program can serve as a useful antidote to the all-toocommon approach among behavioral educators and
researchers of responding with indignation and selfrighteousness to anything other than enthusiastic acceptance by the prospective customers (as though they were

stupid'for not coming to the "correct'' conclusion). In
our own fiustration, arising from histories of frequent
extinction and punishment, we often forget that "the
organism is always right." If Skinner's understanding
that organisms behave lawfully applies any-where, it
certainly must be true of the customers we would like
to adopt our products and services. In the midst of the
sales process, we must remember to adjust our own
behavior accordingly, shaping and reinforcing our
customers' responses toward the buying decision.
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Qualifying the Customer

A recommended prerequisite step is known as
"qualifuing the custsmer," Before pursuing prssfrcCtive custorneffi, sales professionals set criteria that are
intended to scresn out those who are unlikely to purchase. Typical qualification criteria include whether
prospects can afford a purcha$e and ths abssnce sr
presence of various obstructisas orpositive influences
on their ability to control- tJre purchase or on the

likelihood of thelr making purchasing deeisions.
Depending on the products or services being sald, and
often on spesifics related to cubtomer types or market
segmeilts, qualification criteria may vary a great deal
from orle sales situation to another" We should also
consider what factors might define our prospects'
probability of purchase befare expending tirne a*d
snergy fiying to influence their behavior, Given Iirnited
sales resourcss, we need to 'thoose our battles"-a|locate our effrorts where they can be most effective.

The Public Versus the Private $ector

In marketing and selling educational

products and

services, a primary qualifying criterion might involve
the distinction between the public school system and
the private sector, For example: What are the condi-

tions under which we are more likely to have an
impact on the effuctiveness of education? Can we
ever hope to significantly impact the public education
system from the inside?

The probability of changing public education is
addressed hy Renno Schmidt, recently president of
Yale Universit"y and now president of the private-sec*
tor Edison Project, an enteqprise intended to create
hr:r'rcJreds o{'private for-profit sctrools that will campete with public schools during the next decade *n
effectiveness and price. Business Week ("Saving Our
Schools," 1992), quoted Schmidt as saying, "I asked

myseli': What is the chance that public educati*n
lvould make the investment in inncvation and have the
l'reedorn to experirnent and sst itself ttre kind of com
petit"ive conditi$ns in which innovati*ns c&n ff*urish?
There is no chance" {p. 72}. Watkins (1988} conducted a
continr-ency analysis of the Arnerican public cducation
sYstcrrr and canre to rnuch tl-re samt: c*nclusian.

Although many of us continue to propsse sig*
nificant technical and structural changes for public
education {e.g., Pennypacker & Binder* l99Z), t}:ere
is little reason to believe that the system will allow us
tc develop and apply optirnally effective instructional
methods and programs on a large scale any tirne sson.
On the otler hand, small-scale private-sectcr educa*
tional enteqprises developcd and implemented by be-

havioral educators have been able to achieve
signiflcant impacts o* students' Iexning and pe$ormance, while selling their programs to markets eager
for improved educatio*al practices. One of our best
current exarnples is Dr. K*nt Johnsan's Morningside
Program, which b*gan in Seattle as a private school
and demonstrated the capacity to dramatically
accelerate the learning rates of adults and children
with learning problems" Since 1991, the Marningside
program has taken hold at Malcolm X Community
College in inner-city Chicago, and cornffiunify support
has swelled because of the dramatic eftcts on studenfs in
summer and regularprograms (Jahnson &kyn 9,199?j"

How, then, should we approach the oducational
rnarket? One stretegy is ts understand what is possible in each market segment, public and private, and
to decide in groups or as individuals on specific goals
for each. In public schools, for example, rve might
focus *n specific currieulurn areas, geographical sec*
tors, or other target markets where we {l) are most
likely to be allowed to teach as effectively as possible,
(?) can produce results that have especially powerful
economie or political impact and visibility, and (3) are
Iikely to receive public credit that will lead to additional opportunities. Although it is nat clear what
these markets might be, given the history of nonfund*
ing and punishment fior effective educational programs
(not rnerely "behavioral" ones) in &is countryl (Mar
thews, 1988; Bind*r, 199I b), many of our colleagues
may still choo,se ts focus their energies in this directi*n for personal or political reasons.
As a c*mprornise, we might develop pr*grams or
rnaterials outside the public system that ca* then be
sold into it. "'Private practice" educators in scme
stetes hav* developed specific programs {e.g-, fore ign

language) which they deliver on contract to public
schoals (l-ochhead, l99l ). They are held accountable
c*ntrirtually for r*sulls but have comparative free<Jor:r
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within theirprogmms to develop and deliverthe methods

and materials that they see fit. Sorne corporations
provide management and instructional services for
entire public schools under contract (Holmes, 1990).
These emerging markets may offer significant opportunities for enterprising behavioral educators, allowing them comparatively greater freedom to implement
effective programs in public school environments.
Finally, self-contained privale schools, after-school
programs, and publishing entgrprises can serve as
laboratories for developing and marketing optimal
instructional systems and packages, staff performance
management systems, organizational structures, and
efficient development and publishing operations. So
far, our private-sector colleagues have focused mainly
on packaging and promoting instructional methods
and programs as serttice,s (e.g., Morningside Academy
in Seattle; The[-earning Centres in Ontario, Canada;
Ben Bronz Academy in West Hartford, CT; Haughton
Learning Center in Napa, CA), although a few examples of publishing efforts with producfs also exist

(e.g., Engelmann-Becker Corporation's DISTAR
programs). The results of some programs have been
staggering and have attracted significant public atten-

tion (Binder & Watkins, 1989, 1990; Binder, 1991b,
1992; Johnson & Layng, 1992). In the future, behaviorists might combine instructional and performance-management technologies to prod uce superschool

s

and then conduct systematic sales and marketing efforts

to sell these programs to the general public. Major
private enterprise programs such as Sylvan [rarning
Centers (one of several national franchise after-school
prograrns), Kumon (a Japanese import after-school
program that uses timed practice sheets), and the
Edison Project (an effort of Whittle Communications
Corp- to open 2,000 schools around the nation) serve
as precedents for a free-market approach that behavior
analysts might profitably choose to emulate while
incoqporating our superior instructional technology.
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any business is a risk, especially if it takes us away
from the security of a regular public school job, On
the other hand, many startup businesses have begun

as part-time enterprises until they become large
enough for full-time involvernent. Private enterprise
a range of skills, high energy, and persistence,
and many educators may feel that they lack one or
more of these prerequisites. Nonetheless, there are
few better environrnents for shaping skills and effort
than the economic contingencies of the free market.
And many educators are already working far beyond
the call of duty in their public education jobs.
Professionally and as a field, we must examine the
trade-offs between public- and private-sector efforts.
Starting a learning center, school, or program
materials company can challenge professional skills

requires

and knowledge in extraordinary ways, while accelerating professional development and helping
shape how offerings are presented to potential customers. A successful undertaking will allow us to
apply all the best techniques and approaches we know
with few limitations, unlike most public-sector environments. (If truly successful, in the sense of establishing a stable customer base, it will also insulate us
from the instability of public budgets and the threat of
layoffs.) Nonetheless, some argue ttrat for political,
moral, and cultural reasons we should not abandon the
public system altogether, since rnost students rvill
continue to receive their education in that environment. Our decision becomes a choice between a
challenging private-sector environment that may support accelerated development of the effectiveness and
marketability of our methods and a challenging public
education environrnent in which \ /e may be more
frequently frustrated and risk burn-out but still maintain the hope of slow change frorn within. We can
probably predict that most of our colleagues ri,ill
remain in the public environment, but that some of our
most powerful changes and innovations will come
from pri rrate-sector efforts.
It4any of those who have already chosen to "go
private," including this author, have come to the concl usion

The individual decision to "go private" or remain in
the public sector combines personal. professional, and
business considerations. At a personal level. starting

Mafteting?

that our only real hope is to be able

to

demonstrate extraordinary effectiveness in the private
sector, u,hile Iearning to market and sell what rve do.
'We hope that cornbining dramatic effectiveness of our

S$ Fart ?. Pro*mting Appfi*d Behavior An*lysi*
private*sectcr prsgrems and publish*d products with
*ffarts tc commu*icate and sell dire*tly ts parents,
business pc*pl*, and th* general public will eve*tually lead t* a significa*t impaet <m tlte educa*cnal
system, becausr *f prsssure fr*m silr satisfied cu$*
tcm*rs dernanding c*mparebl* *ffsctivcness in public
sch**ls. 'Whethsr this stratsgy is ultirrrately success*
ful, sxpcsurc to thc ccntingen*ies *f th* marketplae*
will shape and r*fi*e tho te*hnol*gy itself.

Conclusians and Flecomrnendations
This chapter prcvides an svsrvlew of some key principles and pr*cedures t*ken from private-sector sales
and marketing, It emphasizes the imp*rtance af assunring a n*sds-drivsn crientatio* to productd*velapmsnt, packagi*g, and s*ffiInunicati*n with eustomers.
S*me specific sug&*stictts that behavioral educators
can begin ta apply, in th* publi* system arrd the private
sector, are alsc included:

r
*

.

Wark tc undsrstand your potential cust*Ixler$, p*r**ived problems and necds* trsi*g f*rmal and inf*rrnal surveys, i*t*rviews, and gr*up discassians"
Ilesign c*n*rete sclutions fcr y*ry specific target
grsups, b*ing s$rs to packag* and d*scribe th*ss
**luti*ns in ways that appeal t* y$ur intended
audie**e so they can clearly see tlrs objmtirrc axd
*rnoti*na} payoff$.

Capture ths languag* of ths intcnded adopters sr
cust*mers in int*rviews, group discussi*as, suryeys?
a*d popular literature r*views-especially the lang$age they {:se t,o des*rik their pr*blems and needs
and the eharact*rjstics they seek in s*l*tisns- Use that
Iangxagc w1:** discussing y*ur pr*ducts and servi**s
and how thsy wiltr addrcss nreds and pr*blerns.

"

.

Us* questi*n* f*r prompting pfi)spsctive ad*pters
sr sustsrners t* discuss their pr*blerns, ttre irnplicatiq:ns *f th*s* pr*hlems, a*d ths value of s*lving
th*ir pr*blcrns *r addrcssing their ne*ds" Shape
their verhal b*havi*r t*ward telling you what they
need in terms that yt:u can us* t* deserib* what you

*ffer as s*luti*rrs.
Pi*k y*ur battl*s, fre*sing t:* th*s* y#r"l cfirl win
with sig*iil*ilnt ir:'rpact, &Rd be.e lear ab*ut the trade-

offs bstween j*b, s*curity, *ttltural impact, app*r*
tunity t* advance the technalogy, and lo*g*term
Fsrs*nal and pr*fessicnal goals.
This chaptcr, and rny pr*vi*us publicatio*s, have
erlc$uraged behavioral rducat*rs to learn more about
sales and marketing princlples, N* matter how *ffuetive cur r*ethods and prograrns rnight be, they will
have little irnpact on our culturs if they ar* *ct *dopted.
After decades ef succcssf*l r*search a*d develepment* the curr*nt challengc fsr b*havioral *duca$rs
rnay be effective sales, rnarketing, axd implem*nta*
tian $* a wid* seale. Fnrm a sels*anist perspsctive,
sur effeetiveness in this &r€a may rarell determir,re
whether sur methcds will be adopted by thc culture at
Iarge in th* *"rture or rvhettrer bchaviaral educators
will b***m* instead extin*t. Whether we cail '*sell"
what we *ffer ffiay make a diff*rcncs with respe*t tc
the survival **d succ*ss of ffur species as a wholsRefureilces f*r this chapt*r incl*de a nurnber *f
baoks and training progrsms ttrat prcvide further i**
fcrrnation *nd guideliilss f*r selling and

mark*ti*g-

guidelir:*s that might be applicd to prornati*g effu*tive
instrueti*n. I sincerely hrye my calleagues will study
ssrn* *f these documents and programs, perhaps adding
the preeision *f b*haviar a*alysis to their contenf, arrd
ccnsid*r t*r*k irnplicati**s fior effcctive disssmination
and implementation af behaviaral techn*lagy-
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